Online Summer Courses
Session 1
June 1 - July 10

Math 107
Intro to Math Modeling and Probability

Math 113
College Algebra and Trigonometry

Math 115
Precalculus

Math 120
Elementary Calculus I

Math 140*
Calculus I

Math 141*
Calculus II

Math 240*
Intro to Linear Algebra

Math 241*
Calculus III

Math 246
Differential Equations for Scientists & Engineers

Math 310
Intro to Mathematical Proofs

Math 401
Applications of Linear Algebra

Math 410*
Advanced Calculus I

Math 461
Linear Algebra for Scientists & Engineers

Math 463
Complex Variables

Stat 100
Elementary Statistics and Probability

Stat 400
Applied Probability and Statistics I

Stat 401
Applied Probability and Statistics II

Stat 430
Introduction to Statistical Computing with SAS

* Course session is June 1 to July 24

Not sure what courses to take?
E-mail an advisor at math-ugadvisor@umd.edu
Summer Courses
Session 2
July 13 - August 21

Math 107
Intro to Math Modeling and Probability

Math 113
College Algebra and Trigonometry

Math 115
Precalculus

Math 120
Elementary Calculus I

Math 206
Intro to Matlab

Math 246
Differential Equations for Scientists & Engineers

Math 310
Intro to Mathematical Proofs

Math 406
Intro to Number Theory

Math 461
Linear Algebra for Scientists & Engineers

Math 462
Partial Differential Equations

Stat 100
Elementary Statistics and Probability

Stat 400
Applied Probability and Statistics I

Stat 430
Introduction to Statistical Computing with SAS

Not sure what courses to take?
E-mail an advisor at math-ugadvisor@umd.edu